
Christoph Kesting named the new CEO 
of NextPhase Moving & Downsizing Solutions    

 

VANCOUVER, British Columbia – NextPhase Moving & Downsizing 
Solutions’ founder and CEO, Scott Morrison, is retiring after 
operating NextPhase for fifteen years in Metro Vancouver.  
Christoph Kesting takes over as owner and CEO effective October 
6, 2023.  

Christoph has an impressive track record of entrepreneurship, 
supporting the housing industry and being committed to client 
service and excellence throughout his career.  Christoph worked 
closely with Scott over the transition period to understand the 
business.  “As soon as I met Christoph, I couldn’t image anyone else 
running the company but him,” said Scott Morrison.  “Christoph’s 
insight into a client’s needs and fresh new approach will be 
beneficial as NextPhase continues to grow throughout Metro 
Vancouver.” 

Christoph is passionate about bringing ease to people are encountering complexity. Christoph 
has dedicated his life to supporting, counselling and shepherding his clients through significant 
transitions. As a rehab therapist for more than a decade, he was entrusted with guiding 
families through the journeys they must inevitably navigate. 

Christoph gained valuable experience in managing moves through his experience as an 
owner-operator of a housing company that built boutique shipping container homes. 
Christoph moved to Vancouver in 2015 to work for one of Vancouver’s most prestigious 
builders. Christoph’s love of home drew him again into managing the operations of Westcoast 
Modular, a BC manufacturer of accessible housing options. He joined NextPhase in January 
2023, as VP of Operations.  

“I’m honoured and excited to own NextPhase and to lead the company’s growth and market 
expansion opportunities,” said Mr. Kesting. “I’ve admired NextPhase’s commitment and 
compassion for helping seniors transition to their “NextPhase” of life, and providing peace of 
mind, confidence and comfort during the stressful time of a move. This business is a perfect fit 
with my lifelong experiences and passion”. 

About NextPhase Moving & Downsizing Solutions 

NextPhase is a one-stop moving and downsizing company that ensures every detail of a move 
is addressed. Our goal is to make every move simple and stress-free. Each move is tailored to a 
client’s needs and requirements. No job is too big or small.  We serve all of Vancouver, the 
Sunshine Coast, Vancouver Island and other regions in British Columbia. With over fifteen years 
of experience, customers love our systematic and calm approach when managing a move.  

For more information, reach out to Christoph Kesting, the new director and CEO. 
(604) 209-4241   Christoph.NextPhase@gmail.com  
or visit www.NextPhaseMoves.com


